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 Fall 2014

Mount Saint Mary’s University  
Los Angeles, CA  

Course: PSY_132 1 - Personality Theory Department: PSY

  Responsible
Faculty: Franco Santos   Responses / Expected:  29 / 30 

Student Information

PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course

F S J S U G N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q1 Your class level: 2 3 18 6 0 0 0 29 3.0 3 3 .76

Responses: [F] Freshman=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [U] Unclassified=5 [G] Graduate=6 [N] None=7

Student Information

PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course

M GS E M O C N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q2 Requirement this course fulfills: 23 1 0 5 0 0 0 29 1.6 1 1 1.13

Responses: [M] Major=1 [GS] General Studies=2 [E] Elective=3 [M] Minor=4 [O] Other=5 [C] Combination=6
[N] None=7

Student Information

PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course

A B C D E F C NC N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q3 Expected grade in this course: 17 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 28 1.4 1 1 .49

Responses: [A] A=1 [B] B=2 [C] C=3 [D] D=4 [E] E=5 [F] F=6 [C] Credit=7 [NC] No Credit=8

Course Evaluation

PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q4 The course requirements were clearly stated in the syllabus. 22 7 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .43

Q5 The course was intellectually challenging. 21 4 2 1 1 0 0 29 6.5 7 7 1

Q6 The assignments, tests or other methods of evaluation were
relevant to the course objectives. 25 4 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.9 7 7 .34

Q7 Given the course objectives, the texts and course materials were
appropriate and well chosen. 22 7 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .43

Q8 The course contributed to my learning experience at MSMC. 24 5 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .38

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course



7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q9 The online/hybrid course materials were well-organized and easy
to navigate. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Q10 The online/hybrid course provided adequate and meaningful
opportunities for student and faculty interaction. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Q11 I received adequate technical support for the online/hybrid
course. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Q12 The technology supported the course learning objectives. 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7.0 7 7 0

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course

NO YBI YBI MST N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q13 Do you plan to take another online/hybrid course? 4 1 0 1 6 1.2 1 1 .37

Responses: [NO] No=1 [YBI] Yes, because I have to for my program=2 [YBI] Yes, because I like them=2 [MST] Maybe, still
thinking=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_132 - 1

Responses Course

0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7OM N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q14 How many other online/hybrid classes have you taken? 5 1 0 1 0 7 1.6 1 1 1.05

Responses: [0] 0=1 [1-2] 1-2=2 [3-4] 3-4=3 [5-6] 5-6=4 [7OM] 7 or more=5

Instructor Evaluation

Santos, Franco

Responses Individual

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q15 The instructor was well prepared for class. 24 5 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .38

Q16 The instructor effectively communicated course objectives. 23 5 1 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .50

Q17 The instructor generated interest in the subject matter. 26 2 1 0 0 0 0 29 6.9 7 7 .43

Q18 The instructor used a variety of instructional activities. 18 4 5 0 0 1 0 28 6.3 7 7 1.14

Q19 The instructor was open to questions and encouraged active
participation. 26 2 1 0 0 0 0 29 6.9 7 7 .43

Q20 The instructor encouraged independent, critical thinking. 23 4 1 0 0 0 0 28 6.8 7 7 .49

Q21 The instructor was available for help with the course. 25 3 1 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .46

Q22 The instructor demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter. 26 3 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.9 7 7 .30

Q23 The instructor expected and encouraged academic honesty. 27 2 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.9 7 7 .25

Q24 The instructor established an environment of fairness in the
classroom. 24 5 0 0 0 0 0 29 6.8 7 7 .38

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

Question: What are the opportunities and challenges you face in an online/hybrid environment?



Response Rate: 10.34%   (3 of 29)

1 It's hard to communicate/ask questions via the computer versus in person.

2 N/A

3 none

Faculty: Santos, Franco

Question: Please comment on the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the
instructor.

Response Rate: 93.10%   (27 of 29)

1
Professor Santos was great at making this course interesting. He was passionate and excited about the subject
which helped keep my interest in the course. He did not simply read off the power point slides; he was able to
elaborate using examples I could relate to. Professor Santos also made time to tutor, which helped a lot.

2 Overall class is great. Professor is amazing and he is truly dedicated to his students and sets a good learning
environment.

3 I really enjoy his teaching style, he is easy to follow, and also he challenges us not to remember key terms, but
makes us apply it to the real world.

4

Great professor. Very organized, and very detailed in each concept covered. There was never any uncertainty
once lecture was over. He always gave descriptive clinical examples to relate to each concept, and kept with the
pace of the class's understanding. We always covered exactly what the syllabus indicated promptly for each day
of lecture, so there were no surprises. He is interested in what students think, and makes sure we can correlate
the concepts to our life, or what we will be practicing. Very interesting course, and he really brought the subject
matter to life. Taking him again next semester.

5 Professor Santos was fantastic and I was very interested in the course. He was very prepared & taught
effectively. 

6 The instructor is very knowledgeable about the subject matter and made the material both understandable and
relatable.

7
I enjoyed taking Professor Santos's course. He made class interesting and made learning fun. The material was
taught well! Professor Santos made the material easy to understand; and is always willing to work with you until
the material was clear if you were having difficulties.

8 Professor Santos' class was challenging but very interesting.

9
Overall, the instructor always promoted intellectual understanding of the material and by providing different
teaching methods such as online quizzes, a group paper and presentation as well as class handouts. I found these
methods to be intellectually engaging and helpful.

10 It was a really interesting course was able to learn a lot and feel comfortable that by the i will be able to apply
what I learn to a real life situation in my field.

11 Professor Santos knows the material and what makes the class interesting is that he provides real life examples
that tie into the material.

12 Professor Santos really demonstrated interest and made the class entertaining so we would understand the
material. However, the online quizzes were pretty challenging.

13

This course has been an amazing opportunity for me. I loved all the theorists and theories discussed in class and
how we could use these concepts and apply it within our own relationships with others. It is really fascinating to
see how theories are developed and how it applies to us.

Professor Franco is very down to earth, he has a great way of teaching the material. Although he tells us that he
procrastinates, I do not agree with him. He is always punctual and always willing to teach us in whatever way
possible. I love his examples and how he makes hard concepts stick. He is also very understanding and willing to
give easier explanations whenever possible.



14 Professor Santos is very detail-oriented, and it's great that I'm learning a lot from him. He's an excellent
professor.

15 I loved this class. I think it was well structured, challenging and intriguing.

16
Overall the quality of this course was quite challenging, however Professor Santos made the class easy to
understand and easy to follow. His lectures were discussed very well and he gave good examples if we didn't
understand clearly.

17
This course had a lot of information to take it but everything was communicated very clearly. He was very open to
discussion and helping us understand the material better if it was needed. Overall great course and information
but even better professor that can teach effectively

18
Although it was difficult to adapt to his teaching methods and assignments, I really did appreciate his class. This
class has been one of the three most challenging classes I have taken at the mount but I am glad I took it with a
professor who never stopped pushing or believing in us.

19 Always prepared and provided real world applications to the content matter we were learning about.

20 The instructor was passionate about subjects presented in class and made the material interesting.

21 This course was fun and also challenging. The instructor was approachable and easy to communicate with.

22 Santos was always very informative on all the subjects he taught. He made connection to things in everyday life
that made me remember the subjects that we were currently learning.

23
This is the second time I take a course with Professor Santos and he has become my favorite professor. His
lectures are very informative and the examples he uses in class are very helpful. I enjoyed the class because he
engages students and he forces us to think like therapists.

24
I learned a lot of concepts in this class that have opened my views of the world and the people around me. It was
a course in which I actually enjoyed and learned a lot of material. The class was never boring, and I am glad I
took Professor Santos for this course.

25 The course was challenging yet very fun. Professor Santos engaged the class in in-class discussions.

26 Class was fine, just alot of information to remember

27 It was great. At times however, i felt lost but then I was able to ask another classmate in class, or either just
asked the question in class and I was able to get the answer.

Faculty: Santos, Franco

Question: Please give suggestions, if any, for improving this course or the teaching effectiveness of
this instructor.

Response Rate: 55.17%   (16 of 29)

1 Everything about the class is good.

2 Maybe putting the PowerPoints on angel prior to lecture. But other than that nothing, great professor. 

3 Maybe to not lecture as quickly but other than that, the class was very well taught!

4 Everything was good.

5 No suggestions. I loved his class.

6 I suggest to keep the same teaching methods, because I find them helpful and effective.

7 I really liked how motivating the professor was in order for us to achieve our desired grade.

8 There is not much to suggest-- the class is very well structured.

9 I have no suggestions.

10 No improvements. The professor's class was taught very well.

11 More specifics to the personalitly paper that required different views of psychologists

12 N/A



13 To have the whole weekend to take the quizzes

14 I don't have any suggestions

15 One suggestion I have is to watch more instructional videos because I know I learn better and engage more in a
class when there are videos I can learn from.

16 Maybe have group papers give individual papers instead of one paper per group, that way if one person decides
not to do as much it won't affect the other group members as much
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 Fall 2014

Mount Saint Mary’s University  
Los Angeles, CA  

Course: PSY_134 1 - Learning and Memory Department: PSY

  Responsible
Faculty: Franco Santos   Responses / Expected:  27 / 28 

Student Information

PSY_134 - 1

Responses Course

F S J S U G N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q1 Your class level: 0 0 11 16 0 0 0 27 3.6 4 4 .49

Responses: [F] Freshman=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [U] Unclassified=5 [G] Graduate=6 [N] None=7

Student Information

PSY_134 - 1

Responses Course

M GS E M O C N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q2 Requirement this course fulfills: 26 0 0 1 0 0 0 27 1.1 1 1 .57

Responses: [M] Major=1 [GS] General Studies=2 [E] Elective=3 [M] Minor=4 [O] Other=5 [C] Combination=6
[N] None=7

Student Information

PSY_134 - 1

Responses Course

A B C D E F C NC N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q3 Expected grade in this course: 14 13 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 1.5 1 1 .50

Responses: [A] A=1 [B] B=2 [C] C=3 [D] D=4 [E] E=5 [F] F=6 [C] Credit=7 [NC] No Credit=8

Course Evaluation

PSY_134 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q4 The course requirements were clearly stated in the syllabus. 19 8 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.7 7 7 .46

Q5 The course was intellectually challenging. 17 9 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.6 7 7 .56

Q6 The assignments, tests or other methods of evaluation were
relevant to the course objectives. 21 3 1 0 0 0 0 25 6.8 7 7 .49

Q7 Given the course objectives, the texts and course materials were
appropriate and well chosen. 22 4 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .50

Q8 The course contributed to my learning experience at MSMC. 21 3 3 0 0 0 0 27 6.7 7 7 .67

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY PSY_134 - 1

Responses Course



NO YBI YBI MST N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q9 Do you plan to take another online/hybrid course? 5 1 0 0 6 1.2 1 1 .37

Responses: [NO] No=1 [YBI] Yes, because I have to for my program=2 [YBI] Yes, because I like them=2 [MST] Maybe, still
thinking=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_134 - 1

Responses Course

0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7OM N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q10 How many other online/hybrid classes have you taken? 3 3 0 0 0 6 1.5 1.5 1,2 .50

Responses: [0] 0=1 [1-2] 1-2=2 [3-4] 3-4=3 [5-6] 5-6=4 [7OM] 7 or more=5

Instructor Evaluation

Santos, Franco

Responses Individual

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q11 The instructor was well prepared for class. 23 3 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .47

Q12 The instructor effectively communicated course objectives. 24 2 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .45

Q13 The instructor generated interest in the subject matter. 24 2 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .45

Q14 The instructor used a variety of instructional activities. 15 6 3 2 0 0 0 26 6.3 7 7 .95

Q15 The instructor was open to questions and encouraged active
participation. 22 3 1 0 0 0 0 26 6.8 7 7 .48

Q16 The instructor encouraged independent, critical thinking. 24 2 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .45

Q17 The instructor was available for help with the course. 23 2 2 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .57

Q18 The instructor demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter. 24 2 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .45

Q19 The instructor expected and encouraged academic honesty. 23 3 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .47

Q20 The instructor established an environment of fairness in the
classroom. 23 3 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .47

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

Question: What are the opportunities and challenges you face in an online/hybrid environment?

Response Rate: 7.41% (2 of 27)

1 N/A

2 none

Faculty: Santos, Franco

Question: Please comment on the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the
instructor.

Response Rate: 88.89%   (24 of 27)

1 N/A

2 the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the instructor was good i learned many things and
many concepts were interesting.



3
Teaching effectiveness quality overall is very basic. Lectures, quizzes online, exams and group presentation. If
you need help, visit office hours but he is always socializing with other students; not getting that one/one from
the instructor.

4 I enjoyed this course, I appreciated the professors use of various teaching methods and examples. was a
challenging course but the professor presented the material in a understandable way

5 Great class overall. Incredibly helping teaching style and real life application of material. Engaging & encouraging
class participation throughout every lecture

6
The class is not very hard but, there are a lot of terms that have to be known in order to do well in the class. It's
easy to learn in that class because he does a good job with asking student questions and elaborating on the terms
that we do not know.

7 Professor Santos was very open to helping his students who were struggling in his class.

8 Overall the quality of the course is great when different teaching methods are incorporated into class because it
helps to understand the material..

9 Professor Santos spoke of every subject effectively. He made sure to call on students to actually think critically
and independently.

10 Great class and professor. I learned a lot in this class and greatly enjoyed Santos teaching methods.

11 Not only was the material for this subject interesting, but Professor Santos demonstrated much interest for the
subject itself and made it more interesting to learn.

12

This course was one of the best I have taken. It was something different.

The instructor knew his material very well and showed a great passion for it.

The way the course was taught was also helpful.

13 Love professor santos, he is engaging, and makes such an effort for everyone to understand. The organization of
the course is perfect and I cannot fault Professor Santos. 

14 He is a great teacher, I just wish he explained things more and went a little slower. This was a really hard class.

15 Overall a great class which was fun and challenging.

16 I liked this course. The subject and class overall was very interesting. Professor Santos did a great job making the
lectures intresting.

17 The instructor's interest in the subject made the lessons more bearable and interesting.

18 This class was really difficult and it was hard to grasp some of the concepts. But the instructor tried his best to
relate it to real life situations and to make it a little bit bearable.

19 The quality of the course and effectiveness of the instructors teaching was great. I really enjoyed the instructors
ability to correlate everything to a real life example in order to make sure students understood the material.

20 He had great examples that connected to the lesson. This way I could remember the information more easily.

21 The professor is very effective in his teachings, especially through the powerpoints presented.

22 This course is very informative and helps prepare Psy majors for their field work. Professor Santos was always
well prepared. 

23 The instructor was very knowledgeable of the course material and applied it to real-world examples extremely
well.

24 I loved this class. It was very challenging but in a educating way. I really was able to understand the subject by
the way he taught. 

Faculty: Santos, Franco

Question: Please give suggestions, if any, for improving this course or the teaching effectiveness of
this instructor.

Response Rate: 70.37%   (19 of 27)



1 Maybe choose a different book.

2 Nothing to improve

3

Keep personal friendship with students at office hours not in class. You have the tendencies of favoring student
who socialize with you, and those who don't you socialize with you have the attitudes of difference and wrong
concept of the person. How is it relate to teaching, well student don't get to develop a instructor relationship with
you few you favor those who you know previously or visit your office often.

4
my only suggestion would be that their is an option given for the paper as to whether the students want to work
in groups or alone because wither way many of the students ended up doing all the work while the other persons
did nothing

5 I wouldn't change anything.

6 Professor Santos may want to provide different activities that can be done to learn the material.

7 Maybe include enjoyable activities and more hands on activities to learn concepts such as brain parts and their
function in learning and memory.

8 more activities as credit in class to relate to everyday life. It will give a much clearer projection of the subjects at
hand.

9 There is nothing I would change about this class.

10

Overall, the instructor did an awesome job teaching the course.

Everyday he came prepared and made sure student understood the material.

He has being one of the best professors I have had, I really hope that he continues teaching this course.

11 None

12 none

13 N/A

14 to have weekends to complete the quiz

15 No suggestions for improvement.

16 I don't have any suggestions.

17 The videos and examples were very helpful.

18 He was taught this course effectively. 

19 N/A
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 Fall 2014

Mount Saint Mary’s University  
Los Angeles, CA  

Course: PSY_168 1 - Abnormal Psychology Department: PSY

  Responsible
Faculty: Franco Santos   Responses / Expected:  27 / 30 

Student Information

PSY_168 - 1

Responses Course

F S J S U G N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q1 Your class level: 3 9 13 2 0 0 0 27 2.5 3 3 .79

Responses: [F] Freshman=1 [S] Sophomore=2 [J] Junior=3 [S] Senior=4 [U] Unclassified=5 [G] Graduate=6 [N] None=7

Student Information

PSY_168 - 1

Responses Course

M GS E M O C N N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q2 Requirement this course fulfills: 21 0 2 2 2 0 0 27 1.7 1 1 1.31

Responses: [M] Major=1 [GS] General Studies=2 [E] Elective=3 [M] Minor=4 [O] Other=5 [C] Combination=6
[N] None=7

Student Information

PSY_168 - 1

Responses Course

A B C D E F C NC N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q3 Expected grade in this course: 14 11 2 0 0 0 0 0 27 1.6 1 1 .63

Responses: [A] A=1 [B] B=2 [C] C=3 [D] D=4 [E] E=5 [F] F=6 [C] Credit=7 [NC] No Credit=8

Course Evaluation

PSY_168 - 1

Responses Course

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q4 The course requirements were clearly stated in the syllabus. 20 5 2 0 0 0 0 27 6.7 7 7 .61

Q5 The course was intellectually challenging. 17 8 2 0 0 0 0 27 6.6 7 7 .63

Q6 The assignments, tests or other methods of evaluation were
relevant to the course objectives. 22 4 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .50

Q7 Given the course objectives, the texts and course materials were
appropriate and well chosen. 20 6 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.7 7 7 .53

Q8 The course contributed to my learning experience at MSMC. 21 4 2 0 0 0 0 27 6.7 7 7 .60

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY PSY_168 - 1

Responses Course



NO YBI YBI MST N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q9 Do you plan to take another online/hybrid course? 3 1 1 2 7 1.3 2 1 .45

Responses: [NO] No=1 [YBI] Yes, because I have to for my program=2 [YBI] Yes, because I like them=2 [MST] Maybe, still
thinking=1

FOR ONLINE/HYBRID COURSES ONLY

PSY_168 - 1

Responses Course

0 1-2 3-4 5-6 7OM N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q10 How many other online/hybrid classes have you taken? 4 2 0 1 0 7 1.7 1 1 1.03

Responses: [0] 0=1 [1-2] 1-2=2 [3-4] 3-4=3 [5-6] 5-6=4 [7OM] 7 or more=5

Instructor Evaluation

Santos, Franco

Responses Individual

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 N Mean Med. Mode Std
Dev

Q11 The instructor was well prepared for class. 22 4 1 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .50

Q12 The instructor effectively communicated course objectives. 22 2 1 1 0 0 0 26 6.7 7 7 .71

Q13 The instructor generated interest in the subject matter. 24 2 0 1 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .61

Q14 The instructor used a variety of instructional activities. 14 9 4 0 0 0 0 27 6.4 7 7 .73

Q15 The instructor was open to questions and encouraged active
participation. 20 5 1 1 0 0 0 27 6.6 7 7 .73

Q16 The instructor encouraged independent, critical thinking. 19 4 2 1 0 0 0 26 6.6 7 7 .79

Q17 The instructor was available for help with the course. 22 5 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.8 7 7 .39

Q18 The instructor demonstrated knowledge of the subject matter. 25 2 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .26

Q19 The instructor expected and encouraged academic honesty. 24 3 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .31

Q20 The instructor established an environment of fairness in the
classroom. 23 4 0 0 0 0 0 27 6.9 7 7 .36

Responses: [7] 7(High)=7 [6] 6=6 [5] 5=5 [4] 4=4 [3] 3=3 [2] 2=2 [1] 1(Low)=1

Question: What are the opportunities and challenges you face in an online/hybrid environment?

Response Rate: 11.11%   (3 of 27)

1 Anonymity

2 I liked the online Quiz format. It allowed us to test our knowledge as well as check our answers before submitting
them.

3 n/a

Faculty: Santos, Franco

Question: Please comment on the overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the
instructor.

Response Rate: 88.89%   (24 of 27)

1 Prof. Santos was helpful and provided guoidance and resources for a successful grade in class



2 Learned variety of useful skills in this class. I feel well prepared given that the instructor taught and explained
clearly.

3

I absolutely loved coming to this class. The course was very engaging, fun, and interesting. Professor Santos
made the class exciting while still providing structure through a powerpoint, accurate syllabus, and came to class
every time with a smile on his face. These are the reasons why I looked forward to coming to class everyday. I
looked forward to learning while being equally challenged in the course. I ended up in this class as an undeclared
student interested in psychology and although I will not be pursuing my degree in this field, the knowledge I
gained in this course will stick with me.

4

This is one of the best courses I have registered for. Professor Santos made the class extremely interesting by
using different sources to teach the material. His focus tended to be on what many psychologists would see in the
therapy field. I found this greatly insightful because I plan on being a therapist when graduate school is done. The
course was intellectually stimulating, and only furthered my interest in the psychology field. I will definitely be
taking more courses with Professor Santos if my schedule allows.

5 I fully enjoyed the challenge of this class, and I know the knowledge that I have gained from this class will help
me in my classes, and my future career. I hope I get my A.

6 This has, by far, been one of my favorite classes at the Mount. Professor Santos made the class challenging yet
engaging.

7

Jumping from a broad Introduction to Psychology course to really breaking down a specific branch of Psychology
is challenging in and of itself. However, Professor Santos presented and lectured through detailed PowerPoints.
And, if one was absent from class, they could read the chapter and follow the PowerPoints online (but of course
they would miss the thorough explanation of attending the lecture).

8 The overall quality was excellent. Professor Santos has a way of directing a students attention towards the
material by the use of guest speakers, videos and handouts.

9 Professor Santos was very helpful in explaining the material.

10 I Loved how Prof. Santos made himself available for his students.

11
The overall quality of this course and teaching effectiveness of the instructor was great. The class and lectures are
interesting. I like doing the in class assignment/scenarios because it makes us think about all the different
disorders we have learned in class.

12 Excellent Professor

13

This course was very challenging, informational, but unlike other courses, I was very engaged because the
professor is knowledgeable and his enthusiasm made me want to learn. All the information in class was taught
well and reinforced in quizzes and exams. Nothing was surprising and it was fair grading. He really wants you to
learn not just to pass this class but take it to our future careers.

14
Abnormal Psychology was very interesting because I actually took this course to figure out myself. I learned a lot
from the reading materials and the lectures the professor provided. I always felt intrigued in this class and how
the professor brought different ideas and concepts dealing with abnormal psychology.

15 Professor Santos is very detail-oriented, and it's great that I'm learning a lot from him. He's an excellent
professor.

16 Professor Santos is a great Psychology teacher. I learn so much from him. He is very funny and is always into the
subjects we talk about in class. I would recommend him to other students and take a class with him again.

17

It is very hard to not be interested in abnormal psychology when a professor is so enthusiastic about the subject.
Professor Santos knows the material very well and challenges you on a daily basis which i believe is great
preparation for future psychologists since we will be presented with many challenges when practicing. He is very
approachable and sincerely cares about his students success.

18
This course had a lot of information to take in and work with but Professor Santos was capable of getting the
information across to us very clearly and also helped us be able to explain it in our own words to make sure that
we completely understood the material.

19 Loved videos to understand concepts.

20 I really enjoyed the professor and this class. It really makes me think about adding Psychology as a minor.



21 I enjoyed the class in the beginning, and toward the end it started getting really fast and the material started to
overlap. It was interesting to learn about, but I wish we had something else to do than listen to lectures.

22
This course was interesting and challenging, and the professor was always available to help the students. He was
helpful for topics outside of the classroom as well. This course has also helped me with my interest in the
psychology field and allowed me to explore more perspectives.

23 I enjoyed the class, just a lot of information

24 This class was great, I was able to have fun while diagnosing some of my friends.

Faculty: Santos, Franco

Question: Please give suggestions, if any, for improving this course or the teaching effectiveness of
this instructor.

Response Rate: 62.96%   (17 of 27)

1 Not to put to o many topics on the syllabus only to find out that there's no more time to discuss it so the
tendency was he would fit all the lectures in a short amount of time

2 Videos to demonstrate a disorder, symptoms, or treatments should always be provided. They helped understand
the concept well.

3 The only suggest I have would be to open the online quizzes earlier in the day. Otherwise, this is an amazing class
and is well structured.

4 A suggestion could be to maybe incorporate the textbook a little more so it doesn't collect dust on desks at home.

5 I feel as if this class was conducted very fairly.

6 I have no suggestions.

7

Although I did not mark a 7 for the course in the "variety of ways" category, I do, in fact, prefer the way the
course was conducted. I feel like I understand the class better by listening and asking questions during lecture
rather than participating in group activities like some professors like to conduct. The reason for this is because
students can argue their perspective and could still conclude and incorrect answer. Direct lectures from the
professor avoid facing this unnecessary confusion.

8
I think the course is challenging and love the way the professor teaches it. However, I think that the quizzes
shouldn't be timed, considering that they are already challenging, or to at least give more time than just one
hour.

9 Professor Santos may want to have different activities to explain the material.

10 I feel there should be project at the end of the term that way students can walk away with something that sticks
to them. Otherwise, they'll forget the subject matter.

11 No suggestions, one of the few classes where I had absolutely no complaints and would love to take again,
especially this professor.

12 I would suggest more projects for this class because I could see how abnormal psychology could be a great way
to research topics and present it with the class.

13 I have none.

14 Some chapters needed more attention than others

15 Provide more interactive activities and more applied questions/vignettes as a means to learning. There was a lot
of lecturing, and I wish we had something more to wake up the class.

16 More interactive activities for the class

17 none


